Northrop Grumman approval is required for any process alteration that requires process validation, changes technology, changes equipment location or intended use, changes the style of tooling utilized, or drives a delta FAIR.

The supplier shall not proceed or process contracted hardware without written approval from Northrop Grumman Quality Assurance via the Northrop Grumman Procurement Agent. All other changes are considered administrative in nature and only require Northrop Grumman notification.

The supplier shall ensure that this requirement is flowed down through the supply chains that support the item on this order to the lowest subassembly level.

Supplier Quality Assurance: Thomas Truman E13036 Date: 6-8-2018
Mission Assurance: Julian 104171 Date: 6-12-18
Supply Chain: Robert 103527 Date: 6-14-2018
VP Business Ops: Date: 6-11-2018